[Reconstruction methods in postprocessing of CT- and MR-angiography of the aorta].
The aim of the study was to investigate the use of 2D and 3D reconstructions in examinations of the aorta with CT and MRI. Postprocessing of 5 data sets including 2D MPR reconstructions, 3D MIP reconstructions and 3D volume rendering reconstructions acquired with contrast enhanced CTA and 5 data sets acquired with contrast enhanced MRA were performed. The luminal diameter, the length of the aneurysm and the detection of dissection was assessed for the reconstructions and the source images. Aneurysms and dissections of the aorta were correctly identified on source images. 2D MPR reconstructions and source images allow for a clear and easy image analysis including cases with high signal intensity or density of surrounding tissue and complex anatomical structures. The diameter and length of pathological findings can be determined correctly wit 2D MPR reconstructions, even when the vessel orientation is not exactly inplane or throughplane in relation to the source images. MIP reconstructions are suitable for contrast enhanced MRA data sets with high C/N ratio and volume rendering reconstructions are suitable for contrast enhanced CTA data sets, where calcifications and bone have also high density. For 3D visualization of large volumes MIP reconstructions are the method of choice for MRA and volume rendering reconstructions for CTA, respectively. In addition, 2D MPR can be necessary to determine the diameter and length of pathological findings.